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ABSTRACT
Vehicle driveline configurations are increasingly diverse to achieve the various desired functional
profiles. At the Berlin CTI 2016 this development was covered in several speeches and discussions. It
was said, that the number of basic driveline configurations will increase from around 10 to about 40
main types including Hybrid and E-drive options. Friction systems are key functional components for
the torque management in many of todays and upcoming driveline concepts. A standardized friction
system would be appreciated to create synergies in development, qualification and production. The
analysis of typical driveline characteristics in regards of the friction system needs shows very diverse
requirement profiles. Physical contrary needs for the friction system, like stiff versus elastic, drive the
need for multiple technologies. This complies with the chemical accommodation to different oil
technologies and the resulting friction characteristic which for one major aspect impacts the noisevibration-harshness NVH robustness. The different duty cycles result in substantial distinctions for
energy, power and temperature loads. This all leads to the favorable just right friction system
approach, creating the optimum functional and economical value for the driveline by its properties.
Carbon-composite friction systems have a good fit for most balanced requirement driveline solutions.
Fiber-composite, carbon-weave, sinter and molybdenum are important options for driveline designs,
which consist of certain maximum characteristics, like highest friction coefficient, maximum power
density, etc. The mating steel surface characteristic is a very important lever for performance on top.
Mastering this complexity efficiently for best time to market by all involved partners requires a
capable material technology portfolio and a powerful engineering tool chain. Naturally the tools are
designed to support engineering solutions on the lowest integration level possible. Latest example for
this is the drag torque test rig DTTR which offers vehicle system correlating drag data on friction
system component level. Even before reaching the hardware phase, the application engineering tool
AET supports the interactive layout work by systematically considering all the material options. The
development of the virtual friction function prediction, based on heuristic modeling, is very promising
to add further value to the system engineering.
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INTRODUCTION
Friction systems always have been key functional elements for active torque management in
automotive drivelines. The infinite torque transfer during slippage based on actuation pressure is the
essential functionality. A major milestone for active torque management making its way into the
automotive high volume production, was the introduction of four-wheel-drive hang-on systems in the
late 1990s. In these systems, the standard vehicle configuration was front-wheel-drive with an
optional rear-wheel drive to be variably connected to the propshaft → hang-on. The clutch had a
separate oil volume. Probably due to the origination of this system from motorsport, the design focus
included power density and robustness. The chosen friction system at the time was sinter technology.
After decades of production and various generations to comply with the economic needs from high
volume production, it is still the same friction technology. While sinter obviously allows an optimum
solution for this application, why was there the need for very different friction technologies when
designing drivelines over the years? How does this appear in the upcoming driveline developments?
Based on the analysis of the application profiles the opportunities for the development of driveline
solutions can be investigated to understand the levers in material portfolio, testing and computer
aided engineering.

Typical application profiles and friction technology matches
There is a variety of active torque management systems for drivelines in the market and in
development today. In the following a choice of typical system profiles and friction technology
matches is analyzed. Figure 1 shows an overview of the resulting friction system requirements for
sliding speed and actuation pressure. The referred systems have been chosen for a simplified
relevant overview and in the awareness, that there are even more successful varying solutions as
well.

Figure 1: Typical application profiles
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Transfer-case clutches have operating limits at about 8 m/s sliding speed and offer about 3 MPa
actuation pressure. Limited-slip clutches are at the opposite rating of speed versus pressure with
about 3 m/s and up to 10 MPa. Hang-on systems and Active-yaw and disconnect clutches are in
between with tendencies of Hang-on more to higher speeds. Naturally the higher the pressure the
higher the mechanical strength of a friction system needs to be. Higher speeds require more elasticity
end flexibility of the material. Already from the basic physical parameters the requirements towards
friction materials by the widely-used torque management systems are contractionary.

-

Figure 2: Typical active driveline schematics and friction challenges

The main driveline configurations as covered in this paper are quite different in their basic schematic
as well as in their actuation system principle, see Figure 2. These differences drive further specific
challenges for the friction systems. In Figure 3 these specific challenges have been consequently
connected to the resulting friction system technologies.
As mentioned in the introduction hang-on systems connect the rear-axle to the propshaft. Resulting
from the high production volume and decades of market penetration there is a dominant cost
pressure reflected in a total-cost-of-ownership TCO optimum design maturity. The electro-hydraulic
actuator is directly pump feed without a reservoir. The cooling oil volume is low and the package is
dense. Sinter friction material technology offers a high mechanical stiffness to minimize actuation
travel. Due to the full availability of the friction material and steel core as a heat sink the power
density is high. Technology challenge is the oil dependence due to the reactivity which is covered by
the dedicated oil volume and specification.
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Another high-volume application is the transfer-case. This configuration allows originally front engine
and rear-wheel driven drivelines to connect the front axle variably. Due to the vehicle controls impact
a dominant need is good controllability. The high system integration leads to a high focus on noisevibration harshness NVH. The typical electro-mechanical actuator requires a high friction coefficient
which needs to be consistent over actuator travel and pressure. The actuation pressure of about 3
MPa is in the lower range which enables the use of the less stronger fiber-composite friction
technology. It’s advantages of a high and positive gradient friction coefficient trace fit very well to the
controls and NVH needs. And in addition, the good TCO balance contributes to the good match as
well.

Figure 3: Typical friction technologies by application

Limited-slip systems are fully integrated in the differential-hypoid-gear assembly. They need to work
with hypoid fluids. Hypoid fluids must handle the heavy hypoid gear load which functional wise is
quite opposite from friction needs. The narrow package drives a small travel and high pressure
actuator so the clutch pack must be very stiff. Due to the need of reducing the oil sump in regards of
minimizing gear plunge losses, the lubrication of the friction system is poor. This is specifically a
challenge when it comes to high performance HP applications. Preload of the clutch pack is another
driver of poor lubrication for the friction material. For non HP vehicles the typical friction technology
choice is carbon-weave. Especially the high importance of NVH in these vehicles can be very well
supported. For HP the typical technology choice is molybdenum. Molybdenum is the mechanically
strongest material which allows actuation pressures up to 10MPa. The maximum power density is
beneficial when it comes to occasional abuse conditions.
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The latest active torque technologies which came to the market are disconnect and active yaw
solutions. The rear-axle driveshafts can be infinitely connected to the hypoid gear for vehicle dynamic
impact purpose. A differential is not needed. Upspeeding the hypoid gear ratio is used to amplify the
dynamic impact capability. This requires very good and consistent controls at pressures up to 6 MPa
in hypoid oil and high energy versus wear capability. When paired with a disconnect unit in the
gearbox, for instance by a synchro unit, the propshaft and hypoid-gear do not need to turn which is
resulting in an important efficiency gain. The friction system must assure minimal drag and a fast and
precise reconnection when needed to support this. The typical carbon-composite materials are
capable to achieve these widespread requirements. Production volume potentials of these
applications are high where carbon-composite is an effective contributor with a good TCO rating.

Development potentials of active torque management friction
systems
The analysis of the active torque system requirement profiles and the matching friction technologies
resulted in very substantial differences on both ends which in the right combination make a good fit
and finally successful systems. High performance in terms of friction systems shall be understood in
the sense of specific and just right requirement achievement. In result the Miba friction technology
core values have been defined, which must be balanced to master the application focus to an
optimum, see Figure 4.

Figure 4: Miba Friction technology core values
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With the increasing market diversity, the target must be to support the engineering experts even
better to get to the just right solutions faster. Over-engineering must be avoided for competitiveness
reason and the risk of design issues must be reduced. While in the previous analysis the focus was
on the general material technology profiles there is important adaptation potential in material
formulation and mating steel surface characteristics. For the engineering-tool-chain the major target is
the increase of development front-loading by verification and validation capability shifting from vehicle
in all relevant integration steps towards component level. This improves the feasibility to investigate
and choose solutions closest to the just right definition.

Application Engineering Tool AET
As a matter of course the degree of freedom for the engineers for choosing the friction system starts
to decrease very early in the conceptual work. As described previously geometric dimensions,
actuation characteristic, tribological function are very much specific for a certain design idea, even if
the basic function in terms of transferable torque is the same. To take most advantage of the degree
of freedom at the time given and avoid high effort for introducing changes in later project phases, the
Application Engineering Tool AET was developed.
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AET - from numeric requirements to friction system fit analysis
The first aspect of the AET benefit is by systematically investigating the numeric requirements of the
application against the specific physical capability of friction system technologies and their different
composition variants. In the current version of the engineering software there are 24 materials
checked individually by the eight most important physical requirements resulting from the system
application input data. These requirements are static and dynamic surface pressure, sliding velocity,
mating steel temperature, specific energy and power, energy power product and total specific energy.
With all respect to the improvement for engineered layouts to the optimum fit, the software is
providing recommendations which are based on calculations with parameters gained by Miba
experience or testing. The software is not a simulation being capable to consider any relevant
influence from any final application system. In this sense the tool will enable more profound decision
making in the early project phases in addition to obligatory validation and verification of the design.
Figure 5 shows the friction material variant fit result window for the numeric requirements, called
hard facts. The score of 1 refers to all materials, which are within their capability limits with the given
input parameters. In this case carbon-weave MC644, molybdenum MM606 and five sinter materials
achieve the maximum rating. The open detail window for MC644 shows the results for each
requirement category. These values indicate design optimization possibilities. In this case for instance
measures to feasibly use the specific energy capability of now just 4% need to comply with the
already maximum specific power at 97%.

Figure 5: AET numeric requirement friction material fit output
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AET – consideration of non-numeric design focus
When analyzing the application profiles, it was obvious, that there are important requirements for the
friction system based on the design idea which are not necessarily included in the numeric
parameters. The AET software handles these so called soft facts in the design focus input option. For
the basic design idea with the respective dominant property focal points most relevant desired
characteristics can be chosen. There are nine input characteristics, which are evaluated into up to nine
output parameters, see Figure 6. In this example the value of this approach is quite visible. Most
important requirements have been set to good NVH performance, high energy and power density and
high durability of the system. While the numeric evaluation resulted in seven possible friction material
solutions, this comes down to one leading favorite MC644. The relative usage ratio of characteristics
for the materials are indicators for tuning the parameters to the individual project optimum.

Figure 6: AET design focus output

AET interactive layout generation and benchmarking
During the layout engineering the number of possible cycle profiles and design ideas can become
large. To back-up this part of the job, the AET offers a benchmarking window. All application cycle
profiles can be combined with each design idea. The output is a detailed overview of all parameters
consistent and the ones which are different.
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Friction component level performance analysis
Highly accelerated stress testing, as done in many other areas of technical systems, is not working
for tribological systems. In most cases the failure modes change and the breakdown becomes a step
function. The definition of an appropriate test set-up, correlating from component level towards
system and vehicle level, has been a successful journey within the last years.

Figure 7: Active torque management friction system test-bench

Figure 7 shows the test-bench which has been specifically developed for active torque management
friction systems. Beside the parametric capability, key characteristics of these type applications have
been considered. The test-bench is able to operate in poor lubrication conditions, which are a given in
many cases because of the positive impact to drag loss limitation and efficiency increase. The natural
frequency can be adapted. Both measures are necessary to evaluate the NVH rating versus durability.
The data proceeding is as important as the test set-up and operating profile itself.
Figure 8 shows traces from a successful NVH challenge. The left side refers to the tribological system,
which failed in the vehicle and on the right side the friction system which resulted in a vehicle pass.
The friction coefficient bandwidth on the fail side gives a clear indication of the issue. In this case the
choice of the mating steel surface condition has been changed from Miba Design Standard MDS1005
to MDS1012, which closed the friction coefficient bandwidth and resulted in a pass on vehicle level as
well. One major difference between these surfaces is the micro structure for which both traces are
shown.

Figure 8: Data analysis of an NVH investigation and the relating steel surface trace
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Friction component level drag loss analysis
With the increasing importance of emissions over the last years, the pressure of improving the
efficiency of vehicle systems was very high. Complex system configurations, like disconnect systems
were developed to cover this. In applications like this, where wet friction systems are in non-engaged
mode with differential speed, they are causing drag losses. The reduction of the lubrication flow has a
major positive impact to the drag torque. A certain minimum level of flow is required to achieve a
specific friction performance. Friction component level test systems were designed to analyze the
friction performance and are not capable of investigating drag losses because of the completely
different dimensions. The Drag Torque Test Rig DTTR was developed to close this gap. The testbench features a real-time dynamic drag torque acquisition. The test samples can be chosen to the
application design including the outer and inner member of the clutch system. The wide controls
system parameter setting consist of in- and output speed, lubrication and clearance, which allows
time effective screenings of complex design of experiment profiles. Because of the not defined but
impacting effective plate positions in an open friction pack, each plate position can be dynamically
measured. A typical case to employ the test-bench in an early project phase is the investigation of the
optimum clearance versus drag. The desire is to keep the clearance as low as possible to minimize
package and actuator travel. The typical guideline for clearance to start from is 1/100 of outside
diameter per friction surface. The analysis in Figure 9 shows, that there is substantial room for
improvement for certain applications.

Figure 9: DTTR clearance optimization result
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Figure 10 shows a typical data trace from the DTTR compared with an axle test in the application. The
DTTR value had to be multiplied by two because of two clutches being spun in the disconnect
condition. There is a high correlation, which makes the DTTR a very good tool to investigate
improvement opportunities with less effort upfront before stepping on high effort system level.

Figure 10: DTTR test-bench and axle drag test comparison
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Friction performance data available with the project idea
Covering the layout job by the AET and the true verification and validation by testing is the current
most effective approach. To reach a new optimum, the connection of both elements would be perfect.
This comes down to the availability of detailed, quantified and specific data from the project idea
development onwards. To follow this route, Miba investigated three options. Intensifying testing,
which would always have a certain lead time. The more likely this could be a solution, the more
unrealisticly higher the effort, due to resource needs, this would be. Physical simulation would be a
very performant detailed tool. Parameterizing tribological simulation takes extremely high efforts and
has only a very limited scalability. Miba chose the approach of heuristic modeling based on general
test data. The current results look very promising with achieved accuracies of low single percentages.
The scalability is reasonably wide. Very favorable is that heuristic models are transparent
mathematical equations. The target is to make these models available for the layout work in AET
shortly, but furthermore it should be possible to offer these tribological models for integration in
system models as well. In a more visionary view, it might be worth a thought to integrate these
models into real-time loops of the ECU software of vehicles to offer parameters for the system
controls. Figure 11 shows a very brief data example of one model. In the left graph, the dynamic
friction coefficient dependency versus surface pressure is shown. In the top line the pressure was set
to 0.4 N/mm2 and in the bottom line to 0.8 N/mm2. The center graphs show the interesting change of
the dynamic friction coefficient versus sliding speed character. With a set of multiple model elements
like this, the behavior of the friction system can be brought down to relevant functional parameters. In
this example this is the overall resulting dynamic friction coefficient for this operating condition on the
right.

Figure 11: Heuristic model data example
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